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 4A group G is fully residually free provided to every finite set S ; G _ 1 of
non-trivial elements of G there is a free group F and an epimorphism h :S S
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elements is free. Our main result shows that a fully residually free group of rank at
most 3 is either abelian, free, or a free rank one extension of centralizers of a rank
two free group. To prove this we prove that every 2-free, fully residually free group
is actually 3-free. There are fully residually free groups which are not 2-free and
there are 3-free, fully residually free groups which are not 4-free. Q 1998 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A group G is residually free if for each non-trivial g g G there is a free
 .group F and an epimorphism h : G ª F such that h g / 1 and is fullyg g g g
 4residually free provided to every finite set S ; G _ 1 of non-trivial ele-
ments of G there is a free group F and an epimorphism h : G ª F suchS S S
 .that h g / 1 for all g g S. Clearly fully residually free implies residuallyS
free. Both properties have been of great interest recently in terms of the
study of questions in logic pertaining to certain other freeness properties
 w xin groups and in connection with free tree actions see F-G-R-S ,
w x .G-S1]GS6, Re and the references there .
In particular a group G is uni¨ ersally free if it has the same universal
 w xtheory as the class of non-abelian free groups see F-G-R-S for a precise
.formulation ; n-free for a positive integer n, provided every subgroup of G
generated by n or fewer distinct elements is free; commutati¨ e transiti¨ e if
commutativity is transitive on the non-identity elements in G; and tree-free
w xif G acts freely on some L-tree in the sense of Bass B where L is some
w xordered abelian group. Gaglione and Spellman G-S6 and independently
w x w xRemeslennikov Re , extending a theorem of B. Baumslag Ba1 , proved
that if G is a non-abelian residually free group then the following are
 .  .equivalent: 1 G is fully residually free; 2 G is commutative transitive;
 .3 G is universally free. Further they showed that universally free groups
w xare tree free G-S5, Re . Fine, Gaglione, Rosenberger, and Spellman
w x w xF-G-R-S and again independently Remeslennikov Re showed that the
converse is not true; that is, there exist tree-free groups which are not
universally free. In this paper we prove the result that every 2-free
 .residually free group is 3-free Theorem 4 . Since 2-free groups are
 .commutative transitive see Section 2 it follows from the Baumslag result
that 2-free residually free groups are fully residually free. There are fully
residually free groups which are not 2-free and there are 3-free, fully
w xresidually free groups which are not 4-free F-G-R-S .
Applying the techniques used in proving the 2-free implies the 3-free
result, together with the result itself, we can prove that all fully residually
free groups of rank 3 or less are of one of three easily describable types.
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This is a classification in the same vein as the classification of finite simple
groups into finitely many types in that our result does not contain an
algorithm to recognize isomorphic members of our list of 3-generator fully
residually free groups.
The principal result of this paper is that every fully residually free group
of rank 3 or less may be obtained in a particularly simple way. Namely,
starting with infinite cyclic groups one applies free rank one extensions of
centralizers, free products, and the taking of subgroups. These construc-
tions preserve full residual freeness. Moreover all known, finitely gen-
erated, fully residually free groups may be obtained in this fashion.
Myasnikov and Remeslennikov have conjectured that there are no other
finitely generated examples. We note that since this paper has been under
review this conjecture has been proved.
Residual properties can be applied to rings as well as groups see
.Section 4 and there is a parallelism between the theories of fully residu-
 .ally free groups and fully residually Z rings or v-residually Z rings . We
 .prove a result Theorem 1 on fully residually Z rings analogous to the
Baumslag result on fully residually free groups. We then exploit this
parallelism to shed further light on fully residually free groups by embed-
ding such groups in a hybrid object, a group admitting exponents from a
w xfully residually Z ring. The prototypical example is Lyndon's free Z x
w xgroup admitting exponents from the polynomial ring Z x . Myasnikov and
Remeslennikov define a ring of Lyndon type as a commutative ring A
whose additive group Aq is torsion-free and contains the additive group Z
of its minimum subring as a pure subgroup. In particular any fully
residually Z ring is of Lyndon type. We show that if A is of Lyndon type
then any finitely generated group embeddable in a free A group see
. w xSection 4 is already embeddable in a free Z x group.
If G is a residually free group, then one may embed G into an
unrestricted direct power of the free group F of rank 2. If G is fully2
residually free, then one does not lose injectivity when one projects to a
suitable ultrapower of F . Furthermore, if G is 3-generator and fully2
residually free, then using the theory of equations over free groups and a
formal power series representation of a free exponential group see
w x.G-M-Re-S , one deduces that G is embedded in a free exponential
subgroup of an ultrapower of F . From this, after several technical2
lemmas, one deduces that every 2-free, residually free group is 3-free since
2-free, residually free groups are necessarily fully residually free.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give some
preliminary results and definitions followed in Section 3 by some necessary
material on equations in free groups. In Section 4 we discuss free-A groups
 .where A is a ring and prove a result Theorem 1 analogous to the B.
Baumslag theorem on fully residually free groups. We also prove that if
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A is an v-residually Z ring then every free A-group is fully residually
 .free Theorem 2 . In Section 5 we have a discussion of ultrapowers which
are necessary for our characterization of fully residually free groups. In
Section 6 we prove two of our main results.
THEOREM 3. E¨ery 3-generator, fully residually free group lies in F, where
F is the smallest class of groups containing the infinite cyclic groups and closed
under the following four ``operators'':
 .1 Isomorphism
 .2 Finitely Generated Subgroups
 .3 Free Products of Finitely Many Factors
 .4 Free Rank One Extensions of Centralizers.
THEOREM 4. E¨ery 2-free, residually free group is 3-free.
Using these results we present in Section 7 our main classification
result.
THEOREM 5. Let G be a fully residually free group. Then
 .  .1 if rank G s 1 then G is infinite cyclic.
 .  .2 if rank G s 2 then either G is free of rank 2 or free abelian of
rank 2.
 .  .3 if rank G s 3 then either G is free of rank 3, free abelian of rank
3, or a free rank one extension of centralizers of a free group of rank 2. That is,
G has a one-relator presentation
 y1 :G s x , x , x ; x ¨x s ¨ ,1 2 3 3 3
 .where ¨ s ¨ x , x is a non-tri¨ ial element of the free group on x , x which1 2 1 2
is not a proper power.
In Section 8 we give some additional applications and finally in Section 9
we give proofs of two important auxiliary results.
2. PRELIMINARIES
By a ring we shall always mean an associative ring with multiplicative
identity 1. All subrings are assumed to contain the multiplicative identity
of the overring in question and every ring homomorphism is assumed to
map the multiplicative identity to the multiplicative identity. We use the
symbol Z to represent variously the set of integers or an additively written
infinite cyclic group with generator 1}in particular the additive group of
the minimum subring of a ring of characteristic zero or the minimum
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subring itself. The usage will depend on the context. The symbol v shall
represent the non-negative integers as well as the first limit ordinal.
N shall be the set of positive integers.
 w x.DEFINITION 1 B. Baumslag Ba1 . Let n g N. A group G is n-residu-
 .   4nally free provided to every ordered n-tuple g , . . . , g g G _ 1 of1 n
non-identity elements of G there is a free group F and an epimorphism
 .h: G ª G such that h g / 1 for all i s 1, . . . , n. G is fully residually freei
or v-residually free provided it is n-residually free for every n g N.
It is an easy consequence of the Nielsen]Schreier subgroup theorem
that full residual freeness is inherited by subgroups. B. Baumslag proved in
w xBa1 that if A / 1 and B / 1 are residually free groups, then A) B is
residually free if and only if each of A and B is fully residually free.
DEFINITION 2. A group G is commutati¨ e transiti¨ e provided the rela-
tion of commutativity is transitive on the non-identity elements.
 w x.LEMMA 1 Harrison H . Let G be a group. The following three
statements are pairwise equivalent.
 .i G is commutati¨ e transiti¨ e.
 .ii The centralizer of e¨ery non-tri¨ ial element in G is abelian.
 .iii E¨ery pair of distinct maximal abelian subgroups in G has tri¨ ial
intersection.
w xB. Baumslag proved in Ba1 that a residually free group is fully
residually free if and only if it is commutative transitive. Remeslennikov
w xRe has deduced from that result that fully residual freeness actually
follows from 2-residual freeness. Suppose that G is 2-residually free. To
show that G is fully residually free it suffices to show that G is commuta-
tive transitive. Suppose then there are elements a, b, c g G with b / 1
w xsuch that ab s ba and bc s cb but ac / ca. Then b / 1 and a, c / 1.
There is a free group F and an epimorphism h: G ª F, x ª x such that
w xb / 1 and a, c / 1. But this is impossible since ab s ba and bc s cb and
b / 1 in the free group F. This contradiction shows that G is commutative
transitive}hence fully residually free as claimed.
DEFINITION 3. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. H is
malnormal in G or conjugately separated in G provided gy1Hg l H s 1
unless g g H.
Now suppose G is a fully residually free group with more than one
 4element. Let u g G _ 1 and let M be its centralizer which we will denote
 .by Z u . Then M is maximal abelian in G. We claim that M isG
malnormal in G. If G is abelian, then M s G and the conclusion follows
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trivially. Suppose that G is non-abelian. Suppose that w s gy1 zg / 1 lies
y1 w xin g Mg l M. If g f M then g, u / 1. Thus, there is a free group F
w xand an epimorphism h: G ª F, x ª x such that w / 1 and g, u / 1. Let
y1 .C s Z u . Then w g g Cg l C. However, the maximal abelian sub-F
groups in a free group are malnormal. This implies g g C}contradicting
y1w xg, u / 1. This contradiction shows that g Mg l M / 1 implies g g M
and hence the maximal abelian subgroups in G are malnormal.
 w x.DEFINITION 4 Myasnikov and Remeslennikov M-Re2 . A group G is
a CSA-group or conjugately separated abelian group provided the maximal
abelian subgroups are malnormal.
Every CSA-group is commutative transitive. Let G be a group in which
maximal abelian subgroups are malnormal and suppose that M and M1 2
are maximal abelian subgroups in G with z / 1 lying in M l M . Could1 2
we have M / M ? Suppose that w g M _ M . Then wy1 zw s z is a1 2 1 2
non-trivial element of wy1M w l M so that w g M . This is impossible2 2 2
and therefore M ; M . By maximality we then get M s M . Hence, G is1 2 1 2
commutative transitive whenever all maximal abelian subgroups are mal-
normal. In any non-abelian CSA-group the only abelian normal subgroup
is the trivial subgroup 1. This follows from the following argument. If N
is any normal abelian subgroup of the non-abelian CSA-group G then
N is contained in a maximal abelian subgroup M. Let g f M. Then N s
gy1Ng l N ; gy1Mg l M. N / 1 would imply that g g M}a contradic-
tion. This observation allows us to deduce as did Myasnikov and
w x.Remeslennikov in M-Re2 that the class of CSA-groups is properly
smaller than the class of commutative transitive groups. For example, let p
and q be distinct primes with p a divisor of q y 1. Let G be the
non-abelian group of order pq. Then it is not difficult to prove that the
centralizer of every non-trivial element of G is cyclic or order either p or
 .q. Thus G is commutative transitive. However, the necessarily unique
Sylow q-subgroup of G is normal in G.
 w x.DEFINITION 5 Myasnikov and Remeslennikov M-Re . Let G / 1 be a
 4  .commutative transitive group. Let u g G _ 1 and let M s Z u . LetG
B / 1 be a torsion free abelian group. Then
 :w xG u , B s G, B ; rel G , rel B , B , M s 1 .  .  .
 :is the B-extension of the centralizer M of u in G. If B s t; is infinite
cyclic, then
 y1 :G u , B s G, t ; rel G , t zt s z , for all z g M .  .
is the free rank one extension of the centralizer M of u in G.
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Observe that if B / 1 is an arbitrary torsion free abelian group, then
 .G u, B is a direct union of free rank one extensions of centralizers.
One can prove that if G / 1 is fully residually free, then so is every free
rank one extension of a centralizer of G. From this it follows that if B / 1
 4  .is any torsion free abelian group and u g G _ 1 , then G u, B is locally
fully residually free. In the special case where B is residually Z, in
 .particular if B is free abelian, then G u, B is fully residually free.
DEFINITION 6. Let n g N. A group G is n-free provided every sub-
group generated by n or fewer distinct elements is free.
Observe that if G is an n-free group then G is also an m-free group for
all 1 F m - n. The 1-free groups are precisely the torsion free groups.
2-free groups are commutative transitive. To see this let G / 1 be 2-free
 .and let u g G. Let M s Z u . We claim that M is locally cyclic andG
therefore abelian. Suppose a, b g M. Since G is 2-free, a, u generate a
free group. Since a, u commute this must be cyclic and hence they are
both powers of a single element g. Thus a s g a, u s g b for some a , b.
Similarly since b and u commute and b, u generate a free group we have
d g  :an element h with b s h , u s h for some d , g . Now consider h, g ; G.
This is free because G is 2-free; however, this has the relation g b s hg.
 :Therefore h, g must be cyclic and h and g are both powers of a single
element. Hence a and b are both powers of this element and any
2-generator subgroup of M is cyclic. A straightforward induction then
 :shows that any n-generator subgroup a , . . . , a ; M is also cyclic. Thus,1 n
centralizers of non-trivial elements are locally cyclic and 2-free groups are
commutative transitive as claimed.
In addition 2-free groups are also CSA-groups. Assume as above that
 4  . y1G / 1 is 2-free, u g G _ 1 , and M s Z u . Suppose g Mg l M / 1G
y1 y1  4and suppose w s g zg / 1 g g Mg l M. Certainly z g M _ 1 . If g
commutes with z, then g would commute with u by commutative transitiv-
ity and we would have g g M. Suppose that g f M. Then g cannot
 :commute with z. Consider F s g, z which is free since G is 2-free.
 4Since g and z do not commute F is free of rank 2 with basis g, z . Thus,
 .  : y1C s Z z s M l F s z is malnormal in F. But w g g Cg l C andF
w / 1. This implies that g commutes with z contrary to the assumption
g f M. Hence, gy1Mg l M / 1 implies that g g M and therefore M is
malnormal in G. Thus, 2-free groups are CSA-groups as claimed.
For each integer n g N the non-orientable surface group
 2 2 :a , . . . , a ; a ??? a s 11 nq1 1 nq1
 .of genus n q 1 is n-free but not n q 1 -free.
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 .A fully residually free group is 1-free i.e., torsion free but not necessar-
ily 2-free. Indeed, every residually free group is torsion free. Suppose G is
 4residually free and g g G _ 1 . Then there is a free group F and an
epimorphism h: G ª F, x ª x such that g / 1. If n ) 1 is an integer,
n nthen g / 1. It follows that g / 1 and G is torsion free as claimed.
Z = Z is an example of a fully residually free group which is not 2-free. Of
course, every free group is both fully residually free and n-free for every
positive integer n. We shall prove in this paper that every 2-free, fully
residually free group must also be 3-free. This result is best possible since,
 2 2 2 2for example, the non-orientable surface group a , a , a , a ; a a a a s1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
:1 is a 3-free, fully residually free group which is not 4-free. We remark
w xthat it was shown in Fine, Gaglione, Rosenberger, and Spellman F-G-R-S
that
 2 n:w x w x w xa , . . . , a , b , b ; a , a ??? a , a s b , b b1 2 ny2 1 2 1 2 2 ny3 2 ny2 1 2 1
is an n-free group which is not residually free.
3. EQUATIONS IN FREE GROUPS
 4Let X s x : n g N be a free basis for a free group of countablyn
 4infinite rank. For each n g N, let X s x , . . . , x be the initial segmentn 1 n
of X consisting of the first n elements. Let r G 2 be a cardinal finite or
.infinite and let F be a group free of rank r. By an n-¨ ariable wordr
w :equation with coefficients in F we mean an element w g F X . Ar r n
w : <retraction h: F X ª F , h s id is a solution to the equation w g FFr n r rr
 .provided h w s 1. The equation w is consistent over F provided it has atr
 :least one solution in F . Otherwise, it is inconsistent over F . If w g X ,r r n
then w is an n-¨ ariable word equation without coefficients. Henceforth,
we shall write our equation w as a formal expression w s 1 and say that
 .  .  .x , . . . , x s b , . . . , b is a solution}or simply that b , . . . , b is a1 n 1 n 1 n
solution provided the retraction given by f ª f for all f g F , x ª b ,r 1 1
. . . , x ª b is a solution. Every word equation without coefficients isn n
 .  .consistent since, for example, x , . . . , x s 1, . . . , 1 is always a solution.1 n
However, if there are coefficients an equation can be inconsistent. For
 : y2 w xexample, let F s a , a ; and consider the equation x a , a s 1 or2 1 2 1 1 2
w x 2 w xa , a s x . It was shown by Schutzenberger Sc that no non-trivial1 2 1
commutator can be a proper power in a free group. Hence, this equation is
inconsistent over F .2
Let us briefly consider, for the sake of illustration, the problem of
 .solving a 2-variable word equation without coefficients w x , x s 1 over1 2
 .a free group F . Here w x , x is a freely reduced, non-empty word onr 1 2
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y1  .X j X . For i s 1, 2, let e w be the exponent sum on x in w. Suppose2 2 i i
 .  .x , x s b , b is a solution. Then b and b must satisfy the non-trivial1 2 1 2 1 2
 .relation w b , b s 1 in F . Clearly then we can conclude that b and b1 2 r 1 2
have to commute. They must therefore lie in a maximal cyclic subgroup
 : nic of F , c / 1, c not a proper power in F . Thus, b s c , i s 1, 2 forr r i
 .some integers n , n . It follows that the solutions to w x , x s 1 in F1 2 1 2 r
are exhausted by the values in F of the parametric words x s un i in ar i
single group variable u and the integral parameters n and n . Although1 2
all solutions are found by substituting a group element for u and integers
for n and n in general not every substitution will yield a solution. Thus,1 2
n1 n2  .if b s c and b s c is a solution in F to w x , x s 1, where as1 2 r 1 2
 .  .before c / 1 is not a proper power in F , then n e w q n e w s 0.r 1 1 2 2
Hence, in order for the assignment n ª n , i s 1, 2, to yield a solution it isi i
necessary and sufficient that y s n , y s n be a solution to the linear1 1 2 2
 .  .Diophantine equation e w y q e w y s 0 whenever an element c / 1,1 1 2 2
not a proper power in F , is substituted for the group variable u.r
Now let us consider a 3-variable word equation without coefficients
 .  .w x , x , x s 1 where w x , x , x is a freely reduced, non-empty word1 2 3 1 2 3
y1  . 3on the alphabet X j X . Call a solution b , b , b g F trivial pro-3 3 1 2 3 r
 : w xvided b , b , b is cyclic. Hmelevskii Hm showed that the non-trivial1 2 3
 .solutions in F to w x , x , x s 1 are exhausted by the values in F of ar 1 2 3 r
 .finite set of triples W , W , W , j s 1, . . . , N, of parametric words in1, j 2, j 3, j
two group variables u and ¨ and a finite set n , . . . , n of integral1 m
parameters. Not every substitution will yield a solution; however, one can
effectively determine those substitutions which do yield solutions. In order
w xto solve consistent one variable equations over F Lyndon L1, L2 intro-r
 . Aduced the free object F in the category L of groups admittingr A
w xexponents from the polynomial ring A s Z n , . . . , n . More generally, he1 m
defined for an arbitrary ring A with identity 1 / 0 an A-group to be a
 . agroup admitting operators from A, G = A ª G, g, a ª g subject to
the conditions
 . a b aqbi g g s g
 .  a . b a bii g s g
 . 1iii g s g
 .  y1 .a y1 aiv h gh s h g h
for all g, h g G, a , b g A.
 . AIt follows from abstract nonsense that the rank r free A-group, F ,r
exists and is unique up to an A-isomorphism. One can show that if the
q  . Aadditive group A of A is torsion free, then F is commutativer
 . Atransitive and the centralizer of any non-trivial element u / 1 in F is ar
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right A-module}in fact a free rank one right A-module. However,
w x Myasnikov and Remeslennikov M-Re have given an example necessarily
.non-free of an A-group G containing a maximal abelian subgroup which
is not a right A-module. They study the subclass M of L consisting ofA A
those A-groups G satisfying the additional condition
a a agh s hg implies gh s g h .
 . Afor all g, h g G, a g A. We remark that F can fail to be commutativer
transitive if A is not torsion free. Indeed, if A s Z , then the free3
 . ABurnside group F is a non-abelian, nilpotent group and no such group2
can be commutative transitive.
4. FREE A-GROUPS
DEFINITION 7. Let A be a ring with identity 1 / 0. For a natural
number n, A is n-residually Z provided to every ordered n-tuple
 .   4.na , . . . , a g A _ 0 there is a ring homomorphism r : A ª Z such1 n
 .that r a / 0 for i s 1, . . . , n. A is fully residually Z or v-residually Zi
provided it is n-residually Z for every natural number N. A is residually
Z if it is 1-residually Z.
LEMMA 2. Let A be a ring with identity 1 / 0. Suppose that A is residually
Z. Then A is commutati¨ e and has characteristic zero.
Proof. Let a , b g A. If ab / ba then ab y ba / 0 and there is an
 .  .  .  . epimorphism r : A ª Z such that r a r b y r b r a s r ab y
.  .  .  .  .ba / 0. Then r a r b / r b r a , which is impossible in Z. There-
fore A is commutative.
Suppose n . 1 s 0 in A. Since A is residually Z and 1 / 0 in A there is
 .  .  .a retraction r : A ª Z such that r 1 s 1 / 0. Then r n . 1 s n . r 1 s
n . 1 s 0 in Z. Hence n s 0 and therefore A has characteristic zero.
If a ring A has characteristic zero we shall identify its minimum subring
with Z and consider an epimorphism r : A ª Z to be a retraction. The
w xnext result is analogous to the Baumsalg result Ba1 on residually free
groups.
THEOREM 1. Let A be a ring with identity 1 / 0. Suppose that A is
residually Z. Then the following three statements are pairwise equi¨ alent.
 .i A is 2-residually Z.
 .ii A is an integral domain.
 .iii A is v-residually Z.
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 .  .Proof. i ± ii . Suppose a , b / 0 and ab s 0 in A. Then there is a
 .  .  .  .  .retraction r : AªZ such that r a /0, r b /0, r ab sr a r b s
0. Since this is impossible in Z, A must be an integral domain.
 .  .ii ± iii . Suppose a / 0 for i s 1, . . . , n. Let a s a ??? a . Theni 1 n
 .a / 0 and hence there exists a retraction r : A ª Z such that r a s
 .  .  .  .r a ??? a s r a ??? r a / 0. It follows that r a / 0 for all i s1 n 1 n i
1, . . . , n.
 .  .iii ± i . This is obvious.
Examples of v-residually Z rings are the integral polynomial rings
w xZ n , . . . , n . Another example is the following. Let d ) 1 be an integer1 n
which is not a perfect square. Then the residue class ring A s
w x  2 2 .Z n , n r n y dn y 1 is v-residually Z. Note that if A is any locally1 2 1 2
v-residually Z ring, then the additive group Aq of A is torsion free and Z
q  w xis a pure subgroup of A see M. Hall Ha, p. 198 for a definition of
.pure .
DEFINITION 8. A is a ring of Lyndon type if its additive group Aq is
torsion free and Z is a pure subgroup of Aq.
w xNow let A be the integral polynomial ring Z n , . . . , n . Let r G 1 be a1 n
w x  . Acardinal. Lyndon L2 showed that if F is A-freely generated by X ofr
 :cardinal r, then the subgroup X generated as a group by X is free with
 :basis X. We write F s X . It follows easily from the universal propertyr
 . Aof the A-tensor completion F of F that every ring retraction r :r r
A a .  .A ª Z induces a group retraction r : F ª F such that r g sr r
ra . A .  .r g for all g g F , a g A. Furthermore, Lyndon showed that tor
 . Aevery element g g F there corresponds an element a g A satisfyingr
the following property.
 .  .) If r : A ª Z is any ring retraction, then r g s 1 if and only if
 .r a s 0.
Moreover, he showed that if g / 1, then any element a g A corre-
 .sponding to g in the sense of ) is non-zero. Thus, let g , . . . , g be1 n
 . Afinitely many non-trivial elements of F . Let a g A correspond to g inr i i
 .the sense of ) for i s 1, . . . , n. Then since A is v-residually Z there is a
 .retraction r : A ª Z such that r a / 0 for i s 1, . . . , n. It follows thati
A .  .r g / 1 for i s 1, . . . , n. Thus, F is fully residually free. Since fulli r
 . Aresidual freeness is inherited by subgroups, every subgroup of F is fullyr
w xresidually free. A careful analysis of Lyndon's paper L2 reveals that his
arguments go through if A is any v-residually Z ring. The full residual
 . A  . Afreeness of F also follows from residual freeness since F is commu-r r
tative transitive}the centralizers of non-trivial elements being free rank
one right A-modules. This result can be extended to further rings of
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Lyndon type. Specifically:
THEOREM 2. If A is any v-residually Z ring, or more generally a ring of
Lyndon type, where Aq, the additi¨ e subgroup of A, is fully residually Z where
Z is the additi¨ e subgroup of the minimum subring of A, then e¨ery free-A
group is fully residually free.
Consider the additively written abelian group Z N which is the unre-
stricted direct power of countably infinite copies of the infinite cyclic
N w x Ngroup Z. Every countable subgroup of Z is free abelian Sp . Z is
residually Z as is easily seen by taking projections and hence it is residually
free. Clearly it is commutative transitive and therefore it is fully residually
free. ZN is uncountable so it cannot be embedded in the countable group
 .Z wn xF .v
Along the way to proving that every 2-free, fully residually free group is
3-free we shall prove that every 3-generator, fully residually free group
 .Zwn xis embeddable in F . In order to make progress in that direction wev
need a construction of the free A-group F A when A is a ring of Lyndon
wtype. We follow the treatment of Myasnikov and Remeslennikov M-Re1,
x  .  .  .M-Re2 . We define an increasing chain F s F 0 F F 1 F ??? F F n F
A  . A??? of subgroups of F whose union D F n is F as follows.n- v
 .  .  .F 0 s F and if F n has already been defined, then F n q 1 is the
A a  .subgroup of F generated by all elements g as g varies over F n and a
varies over A. Call an element of F A irreducible if it generates its own
centralizer as a right A-module. Thus u / 1 is irreducible provided
 .  a 4 AAZ u is u : a g A . Choose a set V of irreducible elements of F withF
A  .Athe property that if u is any irreducible element of F then Z u isF
A  .Aconjugate in F to Z ¨ for exactly one ¨ g V. For each n g v letF
 .   .  ..  .  .V n s V l F n _ F n y 1 where F y1 is empty. F n q 1 may be
constructed as a tree product as follows. There is a root with vertex group
 .F n . Emanating from this root there is one edge for each element
 .  . qA¨ g V n . The terminal vertex of that edge has vertex group Z ¨ ( AF
 :and the edge group is the infinite cyclic group ¨ ,
F n l Aq. .
 :¨
Note that if there were just a single edge then the group so constructed
  . q.  : :  .would be F n ¨ , A ; ¨ s Z . For this reason we say that F n q 1 is
 .a tree extension of centralizers of F n and that F is an iterated tree extension
 .of centralizers up to the first limit ordinal v .
 . qSuppose ¨ g V n . Let C be a system of coset representatives for A
 .mod Z containing 0 and let R be a system of right coset representatives
m .  :.  .for F n mod ¨ containing 1. Any element g of F n is uniquely ¨ g
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q  . .  : :for some m g Z, g g R. Every element g of F n ¨ , A ; ¨ s Z has
c c1 k  :a unique canonical form g s g g ¨ ??? g ¨ g where g g ¨ , g g0 1 k kq1 0 i
R, g / 1, i s 2, . . . , k, c / 0, c g C see Myasnikov and Remeslennikovi i
w x. A c1 ckM-Re2 . Every element of F _ F has the form g g ¨ ??? g ¨ g0 1 1 k k kq1
 .  .  4where for some n g v, g g F n and ¨ g V n for all i while c g C _ 0i i i
for all i. Neither the g nor the ¨ need be distinct. In view of thei i
 .Zwn xconstruction of F as an iterated tree extension of centralizers, wev
may characterize the class F of finitely generated groups embeddable in
 .Zwn x  .F see Section 9 as the smallest class of groups containing thev
infinite cyclic groups and closed under the following four ``operators'':
 .1 Isomorphism
 .2 Finitely Generated Subgroups
 .3 Free Products of Finitely Many Factors
 .4 Free Rank One Extensions of Centralizers.
 . AMoreover, since if A is any ring of Lyndon type F is similarlyv
 . Aconstructed, we see that any finitely generated subgroup of F must liev
 .in F for such a ring see Section 9 .
w xRemeslennikov Re showed that if G is any k-generator, fully residually
 .free group where k is finite , then G is L-free where L is free abelian of
rank at most 3k. The question of whether or not an arbitrary finitely
generated fully residually free group is L-free for finitely generated L
w xremains open. However, it follows from Bass B that in the special case of
members of F the question has a positive answer. Suppose we write I for
the isomorphism operator, S for the finitely generated subgroup operator,f
F for the free product of finitely many factors operator, and E for thef Z
free rank one centralizer extension operator. Suppose G is constructed
from an infinite cyclic group via a finite sequence of the above operators.
w xIn view of Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 4.15 of Bass B , G acts freely
without inversions on a L-tree X where L is free abelian of rank n q 1 if
n is the number of occurrences of the E operator in the sequence andZ
moreover, the order on L is lexicographic. From this and Proposition
 . w x1.7 d and Corollary 1.10 of Bass B it follows that members of F and in
particular 3-generator finitely generated fully residually free groups satisfy
the maximal condition for abelian subgroups.
 . AWe need one other fact about F . Suppose that A is locally v-residu-r
 .ally Z. Let C A, N be the smallest ring containing A and closed under
 .  . the formation of ``binomial coefficients'' C a , n s a a y 1 ??? a y
.  . n q 1 rn!, a g C A, N , n g N. Recall that if A is any v-residually Z
ring, then A is an integral domain of characteristic zero. It easily follows
.that any locally v-residually Z ring also enjoys those properties. One can
 .prove that C A, N may be achieved by adjoining to A the binomial
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 .  . Acoefficients C a , n where a g A. Let F have A-basis x , . . . , x . Letr 1 r
 .y , . . . , y be a set of r non-commuting indeterminates over C A, N .1 r
 .  .w xExtend the free associative C A, N -algebra C A, N y , . . . , y to a ring1 r
 .ww xx  . Aof formal infinite sums C A, N y , . . . , y . Then F may be faithfully1 r r
 .ww xxrepresented in the group of units of C A, N y , . . . , y via x ª 1 q y , i1 r i i
 .a  .  . 2s 1, . . . , r. Moreover, 1 q u is defined as 1 q C a , 1 u q C a , 2 u
 . n  .ww xxq ??? qC a , n u q ??? if u is an element of C A, N y , . . . , y with1 r
 x.zero constant term see G-M-Re-S .
5. ULTRAPOWERS
 .  .Let I be a non-empty set. Let P I be the power set of I. If J g P I
 .let J9 be its complement I _ J. A subset M ; P I will be an ideal in theo
 .ring P I if B g M , M is closed under finite unions and M is closedo o o
 .under the formation of subsets. M will be a proper ideal in P I if it is ano
 .ideal in P I and I f M . The dual of a proper ideal is a filter. Specifi-o
 .cally, a subset D ; P I is a filter on I providedo
 .1 I g Do
 .2 A, B g D ± A l B g D0 o
 .3 A g D and A ; B ; I ± B g Do o
 .4 B f D .o
 .A subset S I satisfies the finite intersection property provided whenever
A , . . . , A are finitely many members of S the intersection A l ??? l A1 n 1 n
 .  .  .is non-empty. In view of properties 2 and 4 above no subset S ; P I
failing to satisfy the finite intersection property can lie in any filter on I.
 .However, every subset S I which satisfies the finite intersection property
is contained in a least filter D on I. Specifically D is the family of allo o
 .elements BgP I such that B contains some finite intersection A l1
??? l A of elements of S. A filter D is principal if it is generated by an o
 .  .single element A g P I . A principal filter is the dual of a proper
principal ideal. A filter D on I is an ultrafilter on I provided it is maximal
in the class of filters on I. An ultrafilter D on I is the dual of a maximal
 .ideal M in P I . One can show that a filter D on I is an ultrafilter on I if
 .and only if for every element A g P I exactly one of A or A9 belongs to
  .D. One can also show that for every element i g I the set D s A g P I :o
4i g A is a principal ultrafilter on I and that these exhaust the principalo
ultrafilters on I. It is then easy to show that if I is finite then every
ultrafilter on I is principal. If I is infinite then we may appeal to Zorn's
Lemma to prove that every filter D on I extends to an ultrafilter D on I.o
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The result just asserted is known as The Prime Ideal Theorem. Let I be
 .an infinite set. Call an element A g P I cofinite if A9 is finite. Then the
set S of cofinite subsets of the infinite set I satisfies the finite intersection
property so by the Prime Ideal Theorem extends to an ultrafilter on I.
Such an ultrafilter is never principal. Assuming the consistency of ZF, the
w xPrime Ideal Theorem is provably weaker than the Axiom of Choice Hp .
Now let V be an operator domain and let A be an V-algebra and I a
non-empty index set. Form the unrestricted direct power AI consisting of
all functions I ª A with operations defined componentwise. Let d : A ª
dI  .  . .A be the diagonal map a ª d a , d a i s a for all i g I. Now let D be
 4an ultrafilter on I and let M s J9: J g D be the maximal ideal dual to
 .D. Then, up to isomorphism, the residue class ring P I rM is the finite
field of two elements Z and hence there is a ring homomorphism m:2
 .P I ª Z with kernel M. Specifically the two residue classes of M in2
 .P I are M and I q M s D. Suppose J , . . . , J are finitely many pairwise1 n
disjoint subsets of I. Then their symmetric difference J q ??? qJ reduces1 n
 .  .to their union J j ??? j J . Thus, m J j ??? j J s m J q ??? qJ s1 n 1 n 1 n
 .  .m J q ??? qm J . Hence, m is a finitely additive Z -valued measure1 n 2
defined on all subsets of I. We may define for two elements f , g g AI
equality almost everywhere in the sense of D by f s g a.e. provided i g I:
 .  .4f i s g i g D. This is equivalent to f and g differing only on a set of
measure zero. Equality almost everywhere is a congruence on AI. We
write frD for the equivalence class of f g AI. The quotient algebra AIrD
is the ultrapower of A with respect to the ultrafilter D on the index set I.
I  . IThe map d: A ª A rD, a ª d a rD embeds A in A rD. Further d is
 .also an elementary embedding. That means if c x , . . . , x is any formula1 n
of the first-order language with equality L appropriate for V-algebrasV
 .where c x , . . . , x contains free at most the distinct variables x , . . . , x1 n 1 n
 . n  .and a , . . . , a g A then c a , . . . , a is true in A if and only if1 n 1 n
  .  .. Ic d a , . . . , d a is true in A rD. By observing that a sentence of L is1 n V
by definition a formula of L containing no free variables we see that AV
and AIrD must satisfy precisely the same sentences of L . Two suchV
V-algebras are called elementarily equi¨ alent. In the case where D is a
principal ultrafilter the construction is not interesting because in that
event AIrD is isomorphic to A.
w xFollowing J-Le we call a ring elementarily equivalent to Z a Peano ring.
Thus, if I is an infinite index set and D is a non-principal ultrafilter on I
then the ultrapower wZ s Z IrD is an example of a Peano ring.
LEMMA 3. E¨ery Peano ring is locally v-residually Z.
Proof. Let R be any Peano ring. Then R is easily seen to be commuta-
tive. Hence, every subring is commutative. Let A be a finitely generated
subring of R. A is a homomorphic image of an integral polynomial ring
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w x w xZ n , . . . , n . Let u : Z n , . . . , n ª A be an epimorphism. By the Hilbert1 n 1 n
w x  w x .Basis Theorem, Z n , . . . , n is Noetherian. See, e.g., Lang La . Thus, if1 n
K is the kernel of u then K is finitely generated as an ideal. Let f , . . . , f1 m
generate K. Suppose a , . . . , a are finitely many non-zero elements of A.1 k
w x  .Choose preimages g g Z n , . . . , n , such that u g s a for j s 1, . . . , k.j 1 n j j
 .   .  ..Let u n be the ordered n-tuple u n , . . . , u n of elements of A. Then1 n
m k
f u n s 0 n g u n / 0 ) .  .  . .  . .  .H Hi j / is1 js1
is true in R. Therefore the existential sentence
m k
' x f x s 0 n g x / 0 )) .  .  .H Hi j /  /is1 js1
 .is true in R where x s x , . . . , x is a tuple of distinct variables. We1 n
 .must have that )) is true in Z also. Hence there is an ordered n-tuple
n .u s u , . . . , u g Z such that1 n
m k
f u s 0 n g u / 0 ))) .  .  .H Hi j /  /is1 js1
w xis true in Z. We may then define a retraction h: Z n , . . . , n ª Z1 n
determined by n ª u for i s 1, . . . , n. Since K is contained in the kerneli i
of h there is a retraction r such that the triangle
u 6w xZ n , . . . , n A1 n
6
r6
Z
 .  .  .  .commutes. But then r a s ru g s h g s g u / 0 for j s 1, . . . , k.j j j j
Thus A is v-residually Z. Hence R is locally v-residually Z completing the
proof.
In the preceding lemma the only property of Peano rings that was
utilized is that every Peano ring has the same universal theory as Z. Hence
every ring having the same universal theory as Z is locally v-residually Z.
The converse is also true. That is, a ring A with identity 1 / 0 has the
same universal theory as Z if and only if it is locally v-residually Z.
Now suppose that G is a non-abelian, fully residually free group. Let
a and b be a fixed pair of non-commuting elements of G and let g , . . . ,1
.   4.ng g G _ 1 be an arbitrary finite tuple of non-trivial elements of G.n
Then there is a free group F and an epimorphism c : G ª F such that
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w  .  .x w x.  .c a , c b s c a, b / 1 and c g / 1 for i s 1, . . . , n. However, ev-i
 .ery non-abelian free group is fully residually- free of rank 2 . F is non-
w  .  .xabelian since c a , c b / 1 and therefore, there is an epimorphism f :
  ..F ª F such that f c g / 1 for i s 1, . . . , n. It follows that every2 i
non-abelian, fully residually free group is actually fully residually F . Let I2
be the set of all epimorphisms h: G ª F . G may be embedded in F I via2 2
I  . .  .f : G ª F , f g h s h g for all h g I. Now define for each non-trivial2
 4  .   . 4element g g G _ 1 its support by Supp g s h g I: h g / 1 . The fact
that G is fully residually F is equivalent to the assertion that the family2
  .  44Supp g : g g G _ 1 satisfies the finite intersection property. Hence this
family extends to an ultrafilter D on I. G may be embedded in the
w I w w w  .  .ultrapower F s F rD via f : G ª F , f g s f g rD.2 2 2
6. 2-FREE RESIDUALLY FREE GROUPS
In this section we prove our first two main results: that every 3-genera-
tor fully residually free group lies in the class F and that every 2-free
residually free group must be 3-free.
Let wF s F IrD be an ultrapower of F . Let wZ s Z IrD be the2 2 2
corresponding ultrapower of the ring Z. Suppose A is a subring of wZ.
Then exponentiation from A can be shown to be well-defined on wF by2
 .ar D  .  .a i.grD s frD where f i s g i for all i g I. Moreover, this expo-
nentiation satisfies the axioms of an A-group.
LEMMA 4. Let urD and ¨rD be a pair of non-commuting elements of
w  : wF . Let urD, ¨rD be the A-subgroup of F generated as an A-group byA2 2
 :urD and ¨rD. Then urD and ¨rD are A-free generators of urD, ¨rD .A
 . A  4Proof. Let F have A-basis x , x . Then there is an A-epimor-2 1 2
 . A  :phism c : F ª urD, ¨rD determined by x ª urD, x ª ¨rD.A2 1 2
 . A  .ww xxView F and F as contained in the group of units of C A, N y , y2 2 1 2
ww xxand Z y , y , respectively, where y and y are non-commuting indeter-1 2 1 2
minates. Then one inducts on the recursive construction of an element
 . A  .W g F to show that if W s 1 q  a rn . t y , y where a s2 de g  t .) 0 t t 1 2 t
 .  .a rD g A, n g N, a rn g C A, N then c W s frD wheret t t t
f i s 1 q a i rn t U i , V i .  .  .  . . t t
 .deg t )0
 .  .  .  .for all i g I and for which u i s 1 q U i and ¨ i s 1 q V i for all
i g I. Since urD and ¨rD do not commute then UV / VU a.e. Suppose
 .that W / 1 lies in ker c . Now we may order the monomials on y and y1 2
by increasing degree and those of the same degree we order lexicographi-
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cally where we take y to precede y . Then there is a first non-vanishing1 2
coefficient a / 0. Hence, a / 0 a.e. for that t. Call the earliest sucht t
 . w xmonomial s. But c W s frD s 1. Gilbert Baumslag showed in GB that
if U and V are any two non-commuting elements each with zero constant
ww xxterm in Z y , y , then they freely generate an associative algebra so that1 2
1 q U and 1 q V are free generators of a group. Hence, frD s 1 implies
 .   .  ..that 1 q  a i rn t U i , V i s 1 for almost all values of i andde g  t .) 0 t t
that a s 0 a.e. That contradicts a / 0 a.e. Therefore, the assumptions s
 .that ker c contains a non-trivial element is untenable and c is an
 . A  :isomorphism from F onto urD, ¨rD . This completes the proof ofA2
Lemma 4.
THEOREM 3. E¨ery 3-generator, fully residually free group lies in F.
Proof. It suffices to assume that the 3-generator, fully residually free
group G is neither free nor abelian and has rank 3. The other cases are
 :easy to handle. Under the above assumptions G s g , g , g where the1 2 3
 .generators g , g , g satisfy a non-trivial relation R g , g , g s 1 with1 2 3 1 2 3
 . y1R x , x , x being a non-empty, freely reduced word on X j X . We1 2 3 3 3
w  . w have an isomorphic copy f G embedded in F see the discussion at the2
. w  .end of the previous section . Thus it suffices to show that f G lies in F.
w  .The generators f g , i s 1, 2, 3, must satisfy the relationi
w  . w  . w  ..   .  .  ..R f g , f g , f g and therefore, R h g , h g , h g s 1 in F1 2 3 1 2 3 2
for almost all epimorphisms h: G ª F . Moreover, since G is non-abelian2
  .  .  .:  .h g , h g , h g is almost everywhere non-abelian. Thus, x , x , x1 2 3 1 2 3
  .  .  ..s h g , h g , h g is almost everywhere a non-trivial solution in F to1 2 3 2
 .the 3-variable coefficientless word equation R x , x , x s 1. By1 2 3
w xHmelevskii Hm the solutions are exhausted by a finite set
 .W , W , W , j s 1, . . . , N, of triples of parametric words in two group1, j 2, j 3, j
variables u and ¨ and a finite set of integral parameters n , . . . , n . For1 m
each 1 F j F N let T be the set of all epimorphisms h: G ª F such thatj 2
  .  .  ..  . h g , h g , h g is of the form W , W , W . Conceivably some h1 2 3 1, j 2, j 3, j
.   .  .  ..can lie in more than one T . Since h g , h g , h g is a.e. of at leastj 1 2 3
 .one of the forms W , W , W we must have T j ??? j T g D. We1, j 2, j 3, j 1 N
claim that T must lie in D for at least one 1 F k F N. Suppose not. Thenk
X X X  .T gD for all js1, . . . , N. Therefore, T l???lT s T j???jT 9gj 1 N 1 N
D. But that contradicts T j ??? j T g D. Therefore T g D for at1 N k
  .  .  ..least one 1 F k F N. Fix one such k. Then h g , h g , h g is a.e. of1 2 3
 .the form W , W , W . Having fixed k we henceforth drop the sub-1, k 2, k 3, k
 .  .script and write W , W , W for W , W , W . Now for i s 1, 2, 3 we1 2 3 1, k 2, k 3, k
 .  .  .have that h g is a.e. the result of the substitution u ª u h , ¨ ª ¨ h ,i
 .  .n ª n h , . . . , n ª n h into the parametric word W . Let A be the1 1 m m i
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subring of wZ s Z IrD generated by a s n rD, . . . , a s n rD. Then1 1 m m
w  . w  . w  .:  :  . A w  .f g , f g , f g lies in urD, ¨rD A ( F . Thus f G is a1 2 3 2
 . A3-generator subgroup of F where A is v-residually Z. It follows that2
w  .f G and therefore G lies in F.
The result that F contains the 3-generator fully residually free groups
allows us to begin the proof of our main result that all 2-free residually
free groups are 3-free.
THEOREM 4. E¨ery 2-free, residually free group is 3-free.
The proof depends on the following three results: Lemma 5, Lemma 6,
and Lemma 7, which are of interest in their own right. After putting
together these results to give a proof of Theorem 4, we will then return to
the proofs of the lemmas, which are quite technical.
DEFINITION 9. A group G satisfies property P if every 2-free subgroup
of G must be 3-free.
LEMMA 5. Let G be a 3-free, residually free group and let u g G, u / 1
 .and M s Z u . Then the HNN extensionG
 y1 :K s t , G; rel G , t zt s z , z g M .
satisfies property P.
LEMMA 6. Let G be a finitely generated 2-free residually free group and let
M be a maximal 2-generator subgroup of G. Then M is malnormal in G.
Using Lemma 6 we can remove the restriction that the base be 3-free in
preserving property P under rank one extensions of centralizers.
LEMMA 7. Let G be a residually free CSA group satisfying property P.
 .Further let u g G, u / 1, and M s Z u . Then the HNN extensionG
 y1 :K s t , G; rel G , t zt s z , z g M .
also satisfies property P.
We now use these three results to prove Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. Since being 2-free implies commutative transitiv-
w xity, it follows from the theorem of B. Baumslag Ba1 that a 2-free
residually free group is actually fully residually free.
Now first we claim that every member of F satisfies property P. This is
clear since property P is easily seen to be preserved by subgroups and free
products. Further from Lemma 8 it is preserved under rank one extensions
of centralizers.
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Now suppose G is a 2-free, residually free group. From the remarks
above G is fully residually free. If H is a 3-generator subgroup of G then
H is also a 2-free fully residually free group. But every 3-generator fully
residually free group lies in F. Therefore H lies in F. But since every
member of F satisfies property P every 2-free subgroup of a member of F
must be 3-free. Since H is a 2-free subgroup of itself and lies in F, it
follows that H is 3-free. Since H is a 3-generator H is then free.
Therefore, every 3-generator subgroup of G is free and consequently every
2-free, residually free group is 3-free.
We now prove the three required lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 5. Since G is a CSA group the centralizer M is
malnormal in G. K is then an HNN group with malnormal associated
wsubgroups and therefore the Nielsen reduction arguments found in F-R-
x w xR2 and based on the work of Peczynski and Reiwer P-R can be adapted
analogously to this situation.
It suffices to prove that a 3-generator, 2-free subgroup H of K is
actually free. Suppose then that H is a 2-free, 3-generator subgroup of K.
We may assume that H actually has rank 3, that is, H cannot be generated
w xby two elements. Using the Nielsen reduction method described in F-R-R2
 4we may assume that we have a minimal generating system x , x , x for1 2 3
 4H and we wish to show that x , x , x is actually a free generating system1 2 3
 4for H. This is certainly the case if H l M s 1 by the theorem of H.
 4Neumann on subgroups in HNN groups. Hence let H l M / 1 and let
H s G l H. Since H ; H it is 2-free and therefore 3-free since H ; G1 1 1
and G is 3-free.
w xAnalogously as in the proof of Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 of F-R-R2 ,
 4 x , x , x will freely generate a free group either they are in the base G1 2 3
and so generate a free group by property P or some t symbols remain
 4.uncancelled in forming a reduced word in x , x , x except, after a1 2 3
suitable conjugation, possibly in the following cases:
 . r r  41 x , x g G, x s ht or x s t h with r g Z _ 0 ,h g G _ M,1 2 3 3
 :  :  :h f x , x , x , x l M s y , y / 1.1 2 1 2
 . r r r yr  42 x , x g G, x s t kt or x s t kt with r g Z _ 0 , k g1 2 3 3
 :  :G _ M, x , x l M s y , y / 1.1 2
 . rConsider first case 1 with x s ht . The argument is identical with3
x s t rh. Notice that hyhy1 s x tyr yt r xy1 s x yxy1 g H s H l G.3 3 3 3 3 1
 y1 y1 4Since x , y g H, x yx g H and since h g G, hyh g G. Since H is3 3 3
y1  :2-free we have h f M for otherwise y s x yx g x , x gives a non-3 3 1 2
 y1: y1trivial relation. Therefore y, hyh is free of rank two and y, hyh
constitute a free basis because M is malnormal in G.
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Since x , x are in the base G of the HNN group K and generate a free1 2
group and x f G the only cancellations can occur via conjugates of the3
associated subgroup relations. Therefore a non-trivial relation between x ,1
x , and x implies a non-trivial relation between x , x , and hyhy1.2 3 1 2
 :Now we regard the subgroups N s x , x , h ; G and Q s1 2
 y1:x , x , hyh ; G. N and Q are both free groups because G is 2-free1 2
and satisfies property P and Q is a subgroup of N l H . We have h f Q1
because H is 2-free. If h were in Q then h g H and hence t r g H and
then t r ytyr y would define a non-trivial relation in the two generator
 r: y1subgroup y, t of H. If x , x , hyh freely generate Q then there is no1 2
non-trivial relation between x , x , and hyhy1 and therefore in this case1 2
H is freely generated by x , x , x . Now let Q be free of rank two Q1 2 3
.  4cannot be cyclic since x , x g Q . Let z , z be a free generating system1 2 1 2
of Q. Since Q is a subgroup of the free group N we may now apply
w x aLemma 2.1 of Ro . Let y s y , a G 1 where y g N is not a proper power1 1
in N. Since h f Q but y g Q and hyhy1 g Q there is a Nielsen transfor-
 4  .mation from z , z to a system in which an element is conjugate in N to1 2
a power of y . Hence without loss of generality let y s y a be a primitive1 1
 :element in Q. Since y g x , x ; Q a conjugate of y is also a primitive1 2
 :element in x , x . Without loss of generality we may then assume that1 2
g  :x s z s y. We cannot have h s h y for some h g Q s z , z ; H1 1 1 1 1 1 2
 4 g r g r yr ygand g g Z _ 0 for if so then y t g H and then y t yt y s y defines1 1 1
 g r :a non-trivial relation in the two-generator subgroup y t , y of H.1
 4  4Therefore we get a Nielsen transformation from z , z s y, z to a1 2 2
 b y14  :system y, gy g for some g g N, g f y and some b G 1. Since1 1
y g Q, h f Q but hyhy1 g Q we then also get a Nielsen transformation
 4  b y14from z , z to y, hy h . Also we have necessarily a s bd for some1 2 1
y1  b y1.dd G 1, that is, hyh s hy h .1
Now we have
 :  :  b y1 r:  b y1 r:H s x , x , x s z , z , x s y , hy h , ht s hy h , ht1 2 3 1 2 3 1 1
because y s tyr hy1 hyhy1 ht r. This implies that H is a 2-generator group
contradicting the fact that H has rank three. Therefore Q must be free of
rank 3 and hence H is freely generated by x , x , and x .1 2 3
 . r yrIn case 2 suppose first that x s t kt . Then a non-trivial relation3
between x , x , and x would imply such a relation between y and k. Let1 2 3
H s t rHtyr. This is also 2-free being a conjugate of H and contains y and2
k. Therefore there is no such relation and x , x , x generate a free group.1 2 3
In the final situation where x s t rkt r let H s tyrHt r, H s t rHtyr.3 3 4
Both H and H are 2-free. A non-trivial relation between x , x , and x3 4 1 2 3
implies a non-trivial relation between y and ky1 yk or between y and
kyky1. But these pairs lie in either H or H so no such relation is possible3 4
completing the proof.
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Proof of Lemma 6. The 2-free residually free groups are commutative
transitive and torsion-free. It follows that the centralizers of non-trivial
n  .elements are isolated. This means that for all n g N, b g Z a impliesG
 .that b g Z a . Further any such root must necessarily be unique sinceG
2-free residually free groups are universally free and universally free
groups have unique roots.
Now suppose that G is a finitely generated 2-free residually free group
and let M be a maximal 2-generator subgroup of G. If rank G F 2 then
M s G and clearly then M is malnormal. Thus we assume that rank G G 3.
Suppose that M is not malnormal in G. Then there exist non-trivial
u, w g M and g g G _ M with w s gy1 ug. It follows from the work of
w xGaglione and Spellman G-S2 that maximal 2-generator subgroups in
finitely generated 2-free residually free groups are isolated. Since M is
isolated we may assume without loss of generality that neither u nor w is a
proper power in G.
First of all u and w cannot be conjugate within M for if so there would
y1 y1 y1  .  :exist an h g M such that g ug s h uh and so gh g Z u s u .G
But then g s hun for some n g Z and so g g M.
Next M is non-abelian. If it were abelian, it would have to be cyclic
since G is 2-free. Since G has rank at least 3, G is non-abelian and
therefore a non-abelian commutative transitive group. It follows that G
 :  .  4must have a trivial center. Suppose M s m . Since Z G s 1 there
exists a g g G with gm / mg. Then M is properly contained in the rank
 :two free subgroup g, m contradicting the maximality of M. Since M is
 :non-abelian and G is 2-free it follows that M s a, b is free of rank two.
Since G is fully residually free there exists an epimorphism f : G ª F
 .  . w x.with F free such that f a / 1, f b / 1, f a, b / 1. It follows that the
<image of M is also free of rank two and f is an isomorphism of M ontoM
 :  .  .  .  .F s a , b with a s f a , b s f b . It follows that u a , b , w a , b0
 .are non-trivial conjugate elements in F and hence w a , b is not conju-
 .y1gate to u a , b in F and therefore also not conjugate in F . Moreover0
<  .  .since f is an isomorphism we have that u a , b , w a , b are notM
conjugate in F and neither is a proper power in F . However, since they0 0
are conjugate in F we say that they are ¨irtually conjugate in F see0
. 4Section 8 .
y1  .  .y1Next we have that the element x u x , x x w x , x cannot be3 1 2 3 1 2
primitive in the rank three free group on x , x , x . If it were consider1 2 3
 :  : y1  .  .y1M, g s a, b, g . The element g u a, b gw a, b is a relator in
 :  :M, g so we may rewrite a presentation for M, g with generators
y1  .  .y1¨ , ¨ , ¨ where ¨ s g u a, b gw a, b and delete ¨ via a Tietze1 2 3 3 3
 :  :transformation. Then M ; M, g s ¨ , ¨ . Then by the maximality of1 2
 :M we have M s M, g and hence g g M contradicting g f M.
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 .Now since G is finitely generated so is f G s F. Consider the group
 y1 :K s F , s ; rel F , s u a , b s s u a , b . .  .  .
Since F is a finitely generated free group it is certainly 3-free, so by
Lemma 6, K satisfies property P. In K we have that
y1y1 y1 y1w a , b s g u a , b g s g s u a , b s g s sg u a , b sg , .  .  .  .  .  . .
 .where g s f g . Letting t s sg we have
 y1 :H s a , b , t ; t u a , b t s w a , b . .  .
 .  .Now u a , b , w a , b are non-trivial elements of the free group on a , b
 .  :  ."1and further w a , b is not conjugate within a , b to u a , b .
w xIt follows from the work of Fine, Rohl, and Rosenberger F-R-R1 thatÈ
H is 2-free. Since H ; K and K satisfies property P, H is also 3-free and
hence a free group. However, the only way that a group with the
presentation
 y1 :a , b , t ; t u a , b t s w a , b .  .
y1  .  .y1  :could be free is if x u x , x x w x , x is primitive in x , x , x ;3 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3
which we have showed to be impossible. This contradiction shows that it is
impossible for M not to be malnormal in G.
Proof of Lemma 7. The beginning of this proof exactly mirrors that of
the proof of Lemma 6. Since G is a CSA group satisfying the maximal
condition on abelian subgroups, the centralizer M is malnormal in G. K
is then an HNN group with malnormal associated subgroups and there-
w xfore the Nielsen reduction arguments found in F-R-R2 and based on the
w xwork of Peczynski and Reiwer P-R can be adapted analogously to this
situation.
As in Lemma 5 it suffices to prove that a 3-generator, 2-free subgroup
H of K is actually free. Suppose then that H is a 2-free 3-generator
subgroup of K. We may assume that H actually has rank 3, that is, H
cannot be generated by two elements. Using the Nielsen reduction method
w xdescribed in F-R-R2 we may assume that we have a minimal generating
 4  4system x , x , x for H and we wish to show that x , x , x is actually a1 2 3 1 2 3
 4free generating system for H. This is certainly the case if H l M s 1 by
the theorem of H. Neumann on subgroups in HNN groups. Hence let
 4H l M / 1 and let H s G l H. Since H ; H it is 2-free and there-1 1
fore 3-free since H ; G and G satisfies property P.1
w xAnalogously as in the proof of Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 of F-R-R2 ,
 4 x , x , x will generate a free group either they are in the base G and so1 2 3
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generate a free group by property P or some t symbols remain uncan-
 4celled in forming a word in x , x , x except possibly in the following1 2 3
4cases :
 . r r  41 x , x g G, x s ht or x s t h with r g Z _ 0 , h g G _ M,1 2 3 3
 :  :  :h f x , x , x , x l M s y , y / 1. Note that by the conditions on1 2 1 2
 :G, M l x , x is either cyclic or trivial. If it were trivial there could be1 2
no cancellation between x , x , and x and since x , x generate a free1 2 3 1 2
 4group so do x , x , x .1 2 3
 . r r r yr  42 x , x g G, x s t kt or x s t kt with r g Z _ 0 , k g1 2 3 3
 :  :G _ M, x , x l M s y , y / 1.1 2
 .The proof of case 2 in Lemma 5 did not use that the base was 3-free
only the residual freeness and 2-free property of the subgroup H. There-
 .fore case 2 follows exactly as in Lemma 6.
 . rNow consider case 1 with x s ht and we suppose as before that H3
has rank three. As in the proof of Lemma 6, H will be free unless there is
a non-trivial relation between x , x , and hyhy1 s x yxy1. Consider the1 2 3 3
subgroup H s H l G. Since G is 2-free with property P and H is 2-free1
it follows that H is 3-free. Now x , x , hyhy1 g H and therefore H s1 1 2 1 2
 y1:x , x , hyh is a non-abelian free group. If the rank of H is three we1 2 2
are done since then no non-trivial relation is possible. Rank one is
impossible since H is non-abelian so we suppose that H has rank two,1 2
 y1:  :that is, x , x , hyh s z , z ; H. From work of Gaglione and Spell-1 2 1 2
w xman G-S2 , 2-free residually free groups satisfy 2-A.C.C., that is, any two
generator subgroup is contained in a maximal two-generator subgroup.
 :Therefore since H is a 2-free residually free group we have z , z ;1 2
 :  :  :  :X , X where X , X is maximal in H. Now x , x ; X , X and1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 : y1  : y1hence y g X , X . Further hyh g X , X so therefore x yx g1 2 1 2 3 3
 :  :X , X . The subgroup X , X is a maximal 2-generator subgroup of1 2 1 2
the 2-free residually free group H and therefore from Lemma 7 it is
 :malnormal in H. It follows that x g X , X . This implies that3 1 2
 :  :  :x , x , x s H ; X , X and hence H s X , X contradicting the1 2 3 1 2 1 2
fact that H has rank three. Therefore rank two for H is impossible and2
hence H also is free of rank three.
We note that there is a converse result to Lemma 6 which gives another
characterization of 2-free fully residually free groups.
LEMMA 8. Let G be a non-abelian finitely generated fully residually free
group. If e¨ery maximal two-generator subgroup of G is malnormal in G then
G is 2-free.
Proof. Suppose G were a non-abelian finitely generated fully residually
free group with the property that every maximal two generator subgroup is
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malnormal. Since G satisfies the maximal condition for abelian subgroups
it would follow that if G were not 2-free there would exist a non-trivial
 .a g G such that M s Z a is free abelian of finite rank k ) 1. SupposeG
b , . . . , b is a basis for M. Since G is a non-abelian commutative transitive1 k
group it has a trivial center. Thus there exists a non-trivial g g G with
 :gb / b g. Consider g, b and extend to a maximal 2-generator sub-1 1 1
 :  :group H s c , c > g, b . Since gb / b g, H is non-abelian and1 2 1 1 1
therefore c c / c c . In a fully residually free group every pair of non-1 2 2 1
commuting elements freely generates a subgroup. Therefore H is free with
basis c , c . But 1 / b s by1 b b g H and hence it follows that b g H1 2 1 2 1 2 2
since H is malnormal. But then the free abelian group of rank two
 :b , b is contained in a non-abelian free group which is impossible. This1 2
contradiction shows that G must be 2-free.
QUESTION 1. Can one gi¨ e an alternati¨ e characterization of the elements
of F as fundamental groups of graphs of group?
QUESTION 2. Which elements of F are indecomposable with respect to free
products?
w xBenjamin Baumslag in Ba1 defined for each n g N the condition
n-A.C.C. for a group G to mean that every non-decreasing chain H F0
H F ??? F H F ??? of subgroups of G generated by n or fewer distinct1 k
elements must stabilize after finitely many steps. Observe that if 1 F m F n
then n-A.C.C. implies m-A.C.C.
QUESTION 3. Let n G 3 be an integer. Must the elements of F satisfy
n-A.C.C.?
w xRecall that Remeslennikov Re showed that if k g N and G is a
k-generator, fully residually free group then G is L-free where L is free
abelian of rank not exceeding 3k. From that it follows that finitely
generated, fully residually free groups satisfy the maximal condition for
Abelian subgroups and in particular satisfy 1-A.C.C. It was shown in
w xGaglione and Spellman G-S2 that finitely generated, fully residually free
groups satisfy 2-A.C.C.
It follows easily from commutative transitivity that 2-free residually free
groups have the property that abelian subgroups are locally cyclic. How-
ever, it can be shown that they are actually cyclic. To see this suppose that
G is a non-trivial 2-free residually free group and M is an abelian0
subgroup of G. Extend M to a maximal abelian subgroup M of G. Since0
G is residually free so is M and thus M is residually an infinite cyclic
group. Hence M is, up to isomorphism, a subdirect power of Z and is
embeddable in Z I for some non-empty index set I. Since G is 2-free, M is
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locally cyclic and torsion-free and hence M is also embeddable in Q. In
particular M is countable. But every countable subgroup of Z I is free
abelian. Since M is locally cyclic it cannot now fail to be cyclic. Therefore
M ; M is also cyclic.0
7. CLASSIFICATION THEOREM
We can now give a complete classification of the fully residually free
groups of rank at most three.
THEOREM 5. Let G be a fully residually free group. Then
 .  .1 if rank G s 1 then G is infinite cyclic;
 .  .2 if rank G s 2 then either G is free of rank 2 or free abelian of
rank 2;
 .  .3 if rank G s 3 then either G is free of rank 3, free abelian of rank
3, or a free rank one extension of centralizers of a free group of rank 2. That is,
G has a one-relator presentation
 y1 :G s x , x , x ; x ¨x s ¨ ,1 2 3 3 3
 .where ¨ s ¨ x , x is a non-tri¨ ial element of the free group on x , x which1 2 1 2
is not a proper power.
 .Proof. If rank G s 1 then clearly G must be infinite cyclic since
residually free groups are torsion-free.
 .  :If rank G s 2 then suppose G s a, b . If G is non-abelian then
w xa, b / 1 and since G is fully residually free there exists a free group F
 .  . w xand an epimorphism f : G ª F with f a / 1, f b / 1, f a, b / 1. Let
 .  . w x w x  :a s f a , b s f b . Since f a, b s a , b / 1 it follows that a , b
freely generate a free subgroup of rank 2. Hence f is a monomorphism
 :and G is isomorphic to a , b and hence is also free of rank 2.
 .We now concentrate on the case where rank G s 3. We first extend
property P.
DEFINITION 10. A group G has property-Q if every non-abelian 3-
generator subgroup of G is either free or has a one-relator presentation
 y1 :  .  :x, y, t; t ¨t s ¨ where 1 / ¨ s ¨ x, y is not a proper power in x, y; .
In the previous section it was shown that all finitely generated fully
residually free groups of rank F 3 are contained in the class F character-
ized as the smallest class of groups containing the infinite cyclic groups
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and closed under the following four operators:
 .1 Isomorphism
 .2 Finitely Generated Subgroups
 .3 Free Products of Finitely Many Factors
 .4 Free Rank One Extensions of Centralizers.
Clearly infinite cyclic groups satisfy property-Q as do finitely generated
subgroups of groups with property-Q. Further property-Q is preserved
under taking free products. The proof of Theorem 5 then follows directly
from the following crucial lemma which says that property-Q is preserved
under free rank one extensions of centralizers of fully residually free
groups. This is analogous to our proof of Theorem 4.
LEMMA 9. Let G be a fully residually free group of rank at least 2 which
 .satisfies property-Q. Let 1 / u g G and M s Z u . LetG
 y1 :K s t , G; rel G , t zt s z , for all z g M . .
Then K satisfies property-Q.
Proof of Lemma 9. Since G is fully residually free it follows as before
that M is malnormal in G and that K is also fully residually free. Let
 :H s x , x , x be a 3-generator subgroup of K. Since K is fully residu-1 2 3
ally free we may without loss of generality assume that the rank of H is 3
since if the rank is less than three the result follows as above. Since K is
an HNN group with both associated subgroups malnormal and equal to M
w xwe can get analogous results as in F-R-R2 and hence use the Nielsen
reduction method for HNN groups with malnormal associated subgroups
w xas described in F-R-R2 and based on the work of Peczynski and Reiwer
w xP-R . In particular each x g K may be written in the reduced form
r ry1 rn  4x s h g G or x s ht h t ??? h t k with n G 0, h, k g G, r g Z _ 01 n
 4and h g G _ M, r g Z _ 0 , i s 1, . . . , n if n G 1.i i
If H is 2-free then since H is fully residually free it follows from
Theorem 4 that H is free and hence free of rank 3. Therefore suppose
that H is not 2-free. Then there is a 2-generator subgroup N of H which
is free abelian of rank 2. By the Nielsen reduction method we may assume
}possibly after a Nielsen transformation and a suitable conjugation}that
one of the following cases holds:
 .A x , x g G and x x s x x .1 2 1 2 2 1
 .  :  :  :B x , x g G _ M, x , x free of rank 2, x , x l M s y1 2 1 2 1 2
and x s t sg with s g N, g g M.3
 . sC x g M and x s t g with s g N, g g M.1 2
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 .We first consider Case A . If x g G then the result follows since G3
has property-Q. Therefore we suppose that x f G.3
If x , x f M then there can be no non-trivial relations between x , x ,1 2 1 2
and x . Therefore3
 y1 : wH s x , x , x ; x x x s x s Z Z = Z .1 2 3 1 2 1 2
which is a free rank one extension of centralizers of the free group
 :x , x ; . If either x or x is M they both are, since M is malnormal in2 3 1 2
G. Now suppose x , x g M. Let x s ht rht ry1 ??? htrn k with n G 0, h,1 2 3 1 n
 4  4k g G, r g Z _ 0 and h g G _ M, r g Z _ 0 , i s 1, . . . , n if n G 1. Ifi i
n G 2 or n s 1 and h f M or n s 1 and k f M then again we have
 y1 :H s x , x , x ; x x x s x s Z) Z = Z . .1 2 3 1 2 1 2
So we may assume that these don't hold.
Suppose first that n s 1 and h, k g M. Then we may assume that
h s k s 1, that is, x s t rh t r1. In forming a cyclically reduced word in3 1
x , x , x which contains x some t-symbols will remain uncancelled and1 2 3 3
 .  .hence H will form a free group except possibly if 1 r s yr or 2 r s r .1 1
If r s yr then there is a non-trivial relation between x , x , x which1 1 2 3
w xis not a consequence of x , x s 1 if and only if there is a non-trivial1 2
relation of the form
x a1 x b1 hg1 ??? x am x bm hg m s 1,1 2 1 1 2 1
m G 1, all a , b , g g Z which is not a consequence of the relationi i i
w xx , x s 1. However, this is impossible since h f M and G has prop-1 2 1
erty-Q. Hence if r s yr again we have that1
 y1 :H s x , x , x ; x x x s x s Z) Z = Z . .1 2 3 1 2 1 2
If r s r then there is a non-trivial relation between x , x , x which is1 1 2 3
w xnot a consequence of x , x s 1 if and only if there is a non-trivial1 2
relation of the form
x a1 x b1 he xg1 x d1 ??? x am x bm h` xg m x dm hye s 1,1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
m G 1, e s 1 or e s y1, all a , b , g g Z which is not a consequence ofi i i
w xthe relation x , x s 1. But this is also impossible since h f M and M is1 2 1
malnormal in G. Therefore in this case again we have that
 y1 :H s x , x , x ; x x x s x s Z) Z = Z . .1 2 3 1 2 1 2
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Now let n s 0 so that x s ht rk with r / 0, h, k g G. If h, k g M then3
H is abelian. If both h, k f M then as before we have that
 y1 :H s x , x , x ; x x x s x s Z) Z = Z . .1 2 3 1 2 1 2
Hence without loss of generality we may assume that k g M, h f M. We
may assume that k s 1 so that x s ht r. Then there is a non-trivial3
w xrelation between x , x , x which is not a consequence of x , x s 1 if1 2 3 1 2
and only if there is a non-trivial relation of the form
x a1 x b1 hxg1 x d1 hy1 ??? x am x bm hxg m x dm hy1 s 1,1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
m G 1, all a , b , g g Z which is not a consequence of the relationi i i
w xx , x s 1. But this is also impossible since h f M and M is malnormal1 2
in G. Therefore in this case again we have that
 y1 :H s x , x , x ; x x x s x s Z) Z = Z .1 2 3 1 2 1 2
 .which completes Case A .
 .We now consider Case B . Here we have immediately that
 y1 :H s x , x , x ; x yx s y .1 2 3 3 3
 .Further, M must be isolated in G see Section 6 since G is fully residually
free so that y is not a proper power and hence H is a free rank one
extension of centralizers of the desired form.
 .Finally we consider Case C . We may assume that g s 1, that is,
x s t s. The case g / 1, g g M is analogous. If x g M then H is abelian.2 3
 :  :If x g G _ M then both x , x and x , x are necessarily of rank 23 1 3 2 3
and therefore
 y1 :H s x , x , x ; x x x s x .1 2 3 1 2 1 2
Therefore we assume that x f G and let3
x s ht rh t r1 ??? h t rn k3 1 n
 4  4with n G 0, h, k g G, r g Z _ 0 and h g G _ M, r g Z _ 0 , i si i
1, . . . , n if n G 1.
 .If h, k f M then as in Case A and as above we have
 y1 :H s x , x , x ; x x x s x .1 2 3 1 2 1 2
If n G 1 and h, k g M then we may assume that h s k s 1 and using
the facts that tyr x t r s x , tyr x t r s x we may replace x by1 1 2 2 3
xX s t r x t r s h t r1 ??? h t rnqr .3 3 1 n
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If in this case xX g G then we are done since it reverts to the previous3
X r r  X :argument. If x f G then we continue with H9 s t Ht s x , x , x .3 1 2 3
Since each h g G _ M and n G 1 there can be no non-trivial relationi
X w xbetween x , x , x which is not a consequence of x , x s 1. Hence1 2 3 1 2
 X y1 :H9 s x , x , x ; x x x s x1 2 3 1 2 1 2
is a free rank one extension of centralizers and therefore so is its
isomorphic conjugate H.
Hence suppose h f M and k g M or h g M and k f M if n G 1.
Without loss of generality we may assume that h f M and k g M and
<thus k s 1 if n G 1. If s r , that is, r s a s for some a g Z then we mayn n
replace x by x xya to get a shorter system and we continue with this new3 3 2
one. Hence let n G 1 and s ¦ r . Then in forming a cyclically reducedn
word in x , x , x which contains x some t-symbols remain uncancelled1 2 3 3
and again we get that
 y1 :H s x , x , x ; x x x s x .1 2 3 1 2 1 2
Therefore we now suppose that n s 0 so that x s ht rk. Since the case3
h, k f M has already been done, we may assume as above that either
h f M and k s 1 so that x s ht r with h f M or h, k g M. If h, k g M3
r <then H is abelian. Hence let x s ht with h f M. As before if s r we3 n
may pass to a shorter system and so we may assume that s ¦ r . Thenn
there is a non-trivial relation between x , x , x which is not a conse-1 2 3
w s xquence of the relation x , t s 1 if and only if there is a non-trivial1
relation of the form
x a1 t sb1 hxg1 t sd1 hy1 ??? x am x bm hxg m x dm hy1 s 1,1 1 1 2 1 2
m G 1, all a , b , g , d g Z which is not a consequence of the relationi i i i
w s xx , t s 1. From cancellation arguments this is possible only if b s d s 01 i i
for all i s 1, . . . , m; that is, we would have a non-trivial relation of the
form
x a1 hxg1 hy1 ??? x am hxg m hy1 s 11 1 1 1
 :which is impossible since necessarily x , h is free of rank 2 since h f M.1
Therefore again we get that H must have the presentation
 y1 :H s x , x , x ; x x x s x1 2 3 1 2 1 2
 .completing Case C and the proof of the lemma.
The verification of this lemma then completes the proof of Theorem 5.
The cancellation arguments used in the proof of the above Lemma
w xtogether with Lemma 2.1 of Ro also give the following result which is a
corollary of the lemma.
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 y1 :  .COROLLARY 1. Let K s a, b, t; t ¨t s ¨ where 1 / ¨ s ¨ a, b is
 :  4not a proper power in the free group a, b; . Let x , x , x be a generating1 2 3
 4  4system of K. Then x , x , x is Nielsen equi¨ alent to a, b, t .1 2 3
8. SOME APPLICATIONS TO VIRTUALLY CONJUGATE
ELEMENTS IN FREE GROUPS
We now give some applications to determining when two elements of a
free group are virtually conjugate.
 .DEFINITION 11 Remeslennikov . Let F be a free group and let u, w0
be two elements of F . Then u and w are ¨irtually conjugate in F if there0 0
exists a free overgroup F > F in which u and w are conjugate.0
We have the following two observations.
 .1 If F is a countable free group and u and w are virtually0
conjugate elements in F then there is a free group F of rank two, F > F0 0
in which u and w are conjugate.
 .  42 If F is a free group and u, w g F _ 1 are virtually conjugate in0
F , then w cannot be conjugate to uy1 in F .0 0
 :Now let F s b , b ; be free of rank two and suppose that2 1 2
 .  .  4u b , b , w b , b g F _ 1 and suppose that neither u nor w is a1 2 1 2 2
proper power in F . Then the following theorem is a consequence of the2
proof of Lemma 6.
THEOREM 6. Under the abo¨e assumptions, if u and w are ¨irtually
conjugate in F , then either u and w are already conjugate in F or2 2
y1  .  .y1  :b u b , b b w b , b is primiti¨ e in F s b , b , b ; .3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  .  4Now for each u b , b , w b , b g F _ 1 such that neither is a proper1 2 1 2 2
y1  .power in F and w is not conjugate to u in F and b u b , b b w2 2 3 1 2 3
 .y1  :  .b , b is not primitive in F s b , b , b ; set G u, w to be the HNN1 2 3 1 2 3
group
 y1 :G u , w s b , b , b ; w b , b s b u b , b b . .  .  .1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
COROLLARY 2. Under the abo¨e assumptions the images of b and b1 2
 .commute in any free homomorphic image of G u, w .
 .  .  .Let e u respectively e w be the exponent sum in u respectively in wi i
 .  .  .  .of b , i s 1, 2. Let D u, w be the determinant D u, w s e u e w yi 1 2
 .  .e w e u .1 2
COROLLARY 3. If , in addition to the hypotheses of the pre¨ious corollary
 .  .we assume that D u, w / 0, then G u, w has only abelian free homomor-
phic images.
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 .  .Proof. Suppose h: G u, w ª F is an epimorphism from g u, w onto
 .the free group F. Then f is generated by h b , i s 1, 2, 3. Moreoveri
 .  .h b ,h b commute.1 2
 .  .   .:If h b s h b s 1, then F s h b is abelian. Hence assume that1 2 3
  .  .:  :  . b ih b , h b s c with c / 1. Let h b s c , i s 1, 2. Applying h to1 2 i
 . y1  .w b , b s b u b , b b we get1 2 3 1 2 3
y1e w .b qe w .b e u.b qe u.b1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2c s h b c h b . .  .3 3
 .If h b commutes with c then F is abelian. Suppose not. Since the3
 .centralizer Z c is malnormal in F we infer the following system of twoF
linear equations in the two unknowns b , b :1 2
e u b q e u b s 0 .  .1 1 2 2
e w b q e w b s 0. .  .1 1 2 2
 .  .Since D u, w / 0 this implies that b s b s 0 giving that h b s1 2 1
 .h b s 1 and contradicting that c / 1. From this contradiction we have2
 .that h b commutes with c and hence F is abelian.3
9. ALTERNATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE CLASS F
Suppose that F is the class of groups defined as in Section 4 as the
smallest class of groups containing the infinite cyclic groups and closed
under the following four ``operators'':
 .1 Isomorphism
 .2 Finitely Generated Subgroups
 .3 Free Products of Finitely Many Factors
 .4 Free Rank One Extensions of Centralizers.
 .Zwn xWe first show that every element of F is embeddable in F .v
Subsequently we will show that if A is any ring of Lyndon type, then every
 . A w xfinitely generated subgroup of F lies in F. Since Z n is of Lyndonv
type this will establish that F is precisely the class of all finitely generated
 .Zwn xgroups embeddable in F .v
 .Zwn xTHEOREM 7. E¨ery element of F is embeddable in F .v
Proof. Certainly every infinite cyclic group is embeddable in F whichv
 .Zwn xin turn is embeddable in F . Any group isomorphic to one embed-v
 .Zwn x  .Zwn xdable in F is clearly also embeddable in F . Now suppose thev v
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 .Zwn xfinitely generated groups G and H are each embeddable in F . Eachv
 .Zwn xof the images of G and H in F involve parametric words on a finitev
set of generators of a free basis X for F . By applying the isomorphismv
operator, if necessary, we may assume that the images of G and H in
 .Zwn xF , are such that the subsets Y and Z of X containing the generatorsv
actually appearing in the parametric words in the images of G and H,
w   ..Zwn xwrespectively, are disjoint. Then G H is embeddable in F Y
  ..Zwn x   ..Zwn x  .Zwn xF Z which in turn is a subgroup of F X s F .v
 .Zwn x  4Now suppose G / 1 is embeddable in F and u g G _ 1 . Letv
 :  .B s t be infinite cyclic and let K s G u, B be the free rank one
 .extension of Z u . Now if F is any free group and A is any ring ofG
A  .  .  .Lyndon type then F s D F n where F 0 s F and F n q 1 sn- v
 a  . : A  .g : g g F n , a g A . Define for g g F the le¨el of g by level g s
  .4min n g v : g g F n . Now every level n ) 0 element g has a unique
canonical form
g g ¨ c1 ??? g ¨ ck g ,0 1 1 k k kq1
 .  .where g , . . . , g g F n y 1 , level ¨ s n y 1, and c g A _ Z for i s0 kq1 i i
1, . . . , k. Suppose a , . . . , a generate G, which we now identify with its1 r
 .Zwn ximage in F . Then at each level in the construction of each a onlyv j
 . w xfinitely many coset representatives c n g Z n _ Z are involved so there
  ..  .is a finite bound N g N such that deg c n - N for all such c n .
 .Zwn x w xSuppose that the centralizer of u in F is generated as a Z n -modulev
 n N:by u . Then G, u ( K. This completes the proof.0 0
 . ATHEOREM 8. E¨ery finitely generated subgroup of F lies in F when-v
e¨er A is of Lyndon type.
 :  . ASuppose G s a , . . . , a ; F where r is finite. We use induction1 r v
  .  .4  .on n s max level a , . . . , level a . If n s 0 then G ; F 0 s F so G is1 r v
a finitely generated free group and certainly lies in F. Now suppose the
result is true for all 0 F m - n. At least one generator then a s a musti
have level n. Suppose a s g g ¨ c1 ??? g ¨ ck g has level n. Now Z is a0 1 1 k k kq1
pure subgroup of Aq so if c , . . . , c are all the coset representatives1 m
 .perhaps with repetitions involved in all the generators of level n, then by
w x  :Theorem 13.4.1 of M. Hall Ha , Z s 1 is a direct summand in the
subgroup of Aq generated by 1, c , . . . , c . Let 1, b , . . . , b be a basis for1 m 1 q
that subgroup. Then c s n q n b q ??? qn b , i s 1, . . . , m. The el-i i, 0 i, 1 1 i, q q
 :ement a may be reached from g , g , ¨ , . . . , g , ¨ , g by repeated0 1 1 k k kq1
centralizer extensions. For example, ¨ c1 lies in the extension of the1
centralizer of ¨ adjoining one step at a time commuting elements1
t , . . . , t to commute with ¨ . Then ¨ c1 s ¨ n1, 0 t n1, 1 ??? t n1, q. The same1, 1 1, q 1 1 1 1, 1 1, q
may be done for each distinct ¨ in a and for each generator of level n
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taking care to adjoin new stable letters only for ¨ which have not already
appeared. Thus G may be obtained as a finitely generated subgroup of
repeated centralizer extensions of a group generated by finitely many
elements of levels less than n. This completes the induction and proves the
result.
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